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Help your students develop the knowledge they need to deliver safe, effective drug therapy.This
proven resource reviews and integrates students’ baseline knowledge of physiology,
pathophysiology, chemistry, and nursing fundamentals into chapters focused on “need to know”
concepts about each group of drugs. Reflecting the most recent advances in the field, this
concise and beautifully illustrated book organizes essential nursing pharmacology information
into easy-to-learn steps.KEY FEATURES:A new Nursing Processes feature highlights the how-
tos of planning patient-centered care.Coverage of 52 new drugs and 11 new drug classes brings
the book completely up-to-date.Expanded Critical Thinking Scenarios present real-life scenarios
that help students understand how assessment and the data collected are applied in clinical
situations.Nursing Considerationssection s highlight the rationale for each nursing intervention
to help students apply the information in practice.Drugs in Focustables clearly summarize and
identify the drugs within a class, highlighting generic and trade names, usual dosage, and
indications.Focus on Safe Medication Administrationboxes present vital information to help keep
patients safe, prevent medication errors, and increase the therapeutic effectiveness of the
drugs.Focus on Calculationsreviews help students hone calculation and measurement skills
while learning about the drugs for which doses might need to be calculated.Focus on Drug
Therapy Across the Lifespanboxes concisely summarize points to consider when using the
drugs of each class with children, adults, and the elderly.Check Your Understandingsections
present NCLEX-style questions, including alternate format questions, to help students prepare
for the exam, as well as other questions and activities that reinforce concepts and aid in
retention.Focus on Nursing Pharmacology, Seventh Edition, is also incorporated into Lippincott
CoursePoint+ , a dynamic learning solution that integrates this book’s curriculum, adaptive
learning tools, virtual simulations, real-time data reporting, and the latest evidence-based
practice content together into one powerful student learning solution. Lippincott CoursePoint+
improves the nursing students’ critical thinking and clinical reasoning skills to prepare them for
practice. Learn more at .

From the Back CoverLanguage is no barrier to providing your Spanish-speaking patients with
the high quality of care they deserveAs a dedicated nurse or nurse practitioner you know that
effective communication is key to providing your patients with the high quality of care they
deserve. And for healthcare providers working in North America that often entails
communicating with Spanish-speaking patients and their families.A valuable resource for nurses
with little or no Spanish-language experience, this book provides you with all the Spanish you
need to do your job in a variety of settings.Convenient, flexible, and complete, McGraw-Hill's
Spanish for Nursesfeatures:A Comprehensive Course Book--Using sample dialogues,



numerous exercises, and more than 200 expert illustrations, the book introduces a vocabulary of
2,500 general and medical terms, builds familiarity with typical medical situations, and develops
a greater awareness of Latino culture and its impact on healthcare issues. A bilingual glossary
features 1,000 of the most useful medical Spanish terms for easy reference.Audio CDs--
Featuring a variety of native speakers, the first two CDs contain vocabulary, phrases, and
dialogues that reflect a wide range of common medical situations--everything from the first
interview to medication instructions and follow-up--while the third zeros in on situations typically
encountered in all areas of nursing. An accompanying booklet contains the full scripts and
English translations of the dialogues.Continuing Medical Education Tests for CME credit--The
ten CME tests contained in this booklet have been approved for a maximum of thirty hours in
category 1 credit toward the American Medical Association Physician's Recognition Award. Test
accreditation is sponsored by the University of Arizona College of Medicine at the Arizona
Health Sciences Center.About the AuthorJoanna Ríos, Ph.D., and José Fernández Torres have
been teaching medical Spanish for more than fifteen years. Their workshops are accredited by
the American Medical Association, the American College of Emergency Physicians, the
American Association of Family Physicians, and the American Academy of Nurse Practitioners.
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OVIDIU, “Worked great.. Worked great.”

laura, “RENT IT!. I love that I can rent this book instead of buying it. I saved a ton of money and
the book was in great condition. I will be doing this again next semester. I am so tired of wasting $
$$ on textbooks I only use for four months! you can always buy anursing pharmacology pocket
book for down the line!”

Kyna P., “just right for school. I needed this book for nursing school and it came it great condition.”

Ariss McKalynn, “Ok overall, with some extraneous information. This text was required for my
nursing courses. I have seen other courses that just use a medication handbook, but our
professor chose this book.The information seems to be correct overall, but does not emphasize
well what is specifically important. No nurse will be able to memorize all of the medications, and I
feel as though texts should emphasize what information is absolutely necessary (in practice and
on the NCLEX),I would recommend it as a possible text for nursing pharmacology, since there
are not many like this available.”

MJ, “It’s with the access code. Great book. I purchased it new and it was bent up. The access
code was it and everything but the cover was bent. Usually when I get new books they are
wrapped with plastic, this book wasn’t.”

Nurseanna, “Glad to be done. rented this book. Cover was in pretty bad shape but the book
served its purpose.”

Hellostephoo, “Good. Our instructor required us to have this book. I found it better than using
ATI.”

Makenna Redgun, “Pretty good. It’s in good quality thanks!”

The book by Chase Hassen has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 468 people have provided feedback.
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